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			 In industry today, wear is perhaps one of the major problems when endeavouring to improve the efficiency of equipment in order to reduce the cost of manufactured products.

           	
              Since wear is a complex problem due to the many unknown factors behind its origin and development, an extensive range of special alloys is required to guarantee the best possible protection agains the types of wear most frequently encountered.

			Stelloric alloys offer such a range since the different contents of their constituents have been specially developed for this purpose.

                       LEARN MORE
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Stelloric Cored Wires
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Cylindrical Parts
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Our different creations :

 

- Rings

- Bushes

- Chambers

- Sleeves

- Bearings

- Cylinders

- Braces

- Guides

- Washers

- Rolls

- Segments

- Seats

-...

Read more
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Axial Parts
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Our different creations :

 

- Shafts

- Pins/spindles


- Bars

- Biretta

- Nozzles


- Fingers/Pawls

- Connectors


- Injectors


- Obturators/Shutters


- Pistons/Plungers


-...

Read more
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Sand Casting Bars
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Read more
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PTA Stelloric Powders
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Characteristics:




 Stelloric  
 Equivalence  
Hardness
Melting range 
C
Si
 Cr  
 Ni  
Mo 
 W  
 Fe  
Co 



1371

1372 

1382

1386

1388 



Stelloric...

Read more


 
		
		
  
		

	


  		
            

            

                    

        
        
            
            	OUR COMPANY

            	ORIC S.A.S manufactures and supplies high performance alloys. The company works for many business sectors, offering protection solutions against the types of wear most frequently encountered.

           	

            
            	Useful links

            		Home
	Who We Are ?
	Online document
	Sales terms
	Site map
	Legal notice 
	Contact


            

            
        	CONTACT US

        	
        		

        		40, rue Claude-Genin - BP 2302
	
38033 GRENOBLE CEDEX 2

France
        		

        	

        	
        		

        		+33 (0) 4 76 44 15 85 

        	

        	
        		

        		stelloric@stelloric.com
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